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Features of  PMI  Ballscrews

 (1) High reliability

PMI has accumulated many years experience in production managing. It covers 

the whole production sequence, from receiving the order, designing, material 

preparation, machining, heat treating, grinding, assembling, inspection, packaging 

and delivery. The systemized managing ensures high reliability of PMI Ballscrews.

 (2) High accuracy

PMI Ballscrews are machined, ground, assembled and Q.C. inspected under the 

constant temperature control (20 ) to ensure high precision of Ballscrews. Fig.1.1 

accuracy inspection certi> cate. 

Fig.1.1 Accuracy inspection certi. cate.

Fig.1.2 Gothic arch thread

Lead Error ( m)

Travel (mm)

:Means where is Max.e and Min.e :Means where is Max.e300 and Min.e300

Cumulative representative lead T+E:-27.90 m

Preload torque(without wipper)Tq:3.0-3.9Kgf-cm

Total relative lead deviation e: 4.84 m

ACCURACY GRADE: C1

Lead deviation in random 300mm e300: 4.01 m

REMARK:

INSPECTOR:

BALLSCREW INSPECTION CERTIFICATE
Inspected by HEWLETT PACKARD Laser Measuring System

 (3) Long durability

PMI Ballscrews are made of German Alloy steels, which are well quenching and 

tempering treated for good rigidity, along with suitable surface hardening to ensure 

long durability.

 (4) High working e+  ciency

Balls are rotating inside the Ballscrew nut to offer high working efficiency. 

Comparing with the traditional ACME screws, which work by friction sliding 

between the nut and screw, the Ballscrews needs only 1/3 of driving torque. It is 

easy to transmit linear motion into rotation motion.

 (5) No backlash and with high rigidity

The Gothic profile is applied by PMI Ballscrews. It offers best contact between 

balls and the grooves. If suitable preload is exerted on Ballscrew hence to eliminate 

clearance between the ball nut and screw and to reduce elastic deformation, the 

ballscrew shall get much better rigidity and accuracy.
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Lead Accuracy and Torque

Lead Accuracy and Torque

2.1 Lead Accuracy

PMI 's precision ground Ballscrews are controlled in accordance with JIS B 1192. 

The permissible values and each part of de> nitions are shown below.

 Table2.1 Terms

Table 2.2 Accumulated reference lead deviation (±E) and total relative variation (e)

Table 2.3 Accuracy grade
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Fig.2.1 Technical Terms Concerning the Lead

T+E
Cumulative representative lead.

A straight line representing the tendency of the cumulative actual lead.

This is obtained by least square method and measured by laser system.

P Permissible value.

a Actual value.

T
Speci> ed travel.

This value is determined by customer and maker as it depends on different application 

requirements.

E
Accumulated reference lead deviation.

This is allowable deviation of speci> ed travel. It is decided by both of the accuracy grade and 

eM ective thread length.

e
Total relative lead variation

Maximum width of variation over the travel length.

e300 Lead deviation in random 300 mm.

e2 Lead deviation in random 1 revolution 2  rad.

Variation in random 300mm (e300) and wobble (e2 )

Unit: !m

Unit: !m

Unit: !me2 

e300 

GRADE C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C10

JIS 3.5 5 - 8 - 18 - 50 210

PMI 3.5 5 7 8 12 18 25 50 210

GRADE C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

JIS 3 4 - 6 - 8

PMI 3 4 4 6 8 8

2

GRADE C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

OVER UP TO E e E e E e E e E e E e

315 4 3.5 6 5 8 7 12 8 12 12 23 18

315 400 5 3.5 7 5 9 7 13 10 14 12 25 20

400 500 6 4 8 5 10 7 15 10 16 12 27 20

500 630 6 4 9 6 11 8 16 12 18 14 30 23

630 800 7 5 10 7 13 9 18 13 20 14 35 25

800 1000 8 6 11 8 15 10 21 15 22 16 40 27

1000 1250 9 6 13 9 18 11 24 16 25 18 46 30

1250 1600 11 7 15 10 21 13 29 18 29 20 54 35

1600 2000 18 11 25 15 35 21 35 22 65 40

2000 2500 22 13 30 18 41 24 41 25 77 46

2500 3150 26 15 36 21 50 29 50 29 93 54

3150 4000 32 18 44 25 60 35 62 35 115 65

4000 5000 52 30 72 41 76 41 140 77

5000 6300 65 36 90 50 95 50 170 93

6300 8000 110 62 120 62 210 115

8000 10000 157 75 260 140
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2.2 Preloading Torque

The preloading torque of the Ballscrew is controlled in accordance with JIS B 1192.

2.3 Tolerances on Various Areas of PMI Ballscrew

Accuracy on various areas of PMI Ballscrew has to measure items:

Radial run-out of the circumference of the screw shaft supported portion in respect to the B-B' line.1. 

Perpendicularity of the screw shaft supported portion end face to the B-B' line.2. 

Radial run-out of the nut circumference in respect to the A-A' line.3. 

Perpendicularity of the X ange mounting surface to the A-A' line.4. 

Parallelism between the nut circumference to the A-A' line.5. 

Overall radial run-out to the A-A' line.6. 

Note: The mounting surface of the Ballscrew is > nished to the accuracy speci> ed in JIS B 1192-1997

Those on above are samples of accuracy of tolerance on various areas of PMI Ballscrew.

Perpendicularity     Radial runout       // Parallel            Reference

Preload 
The goal in preload is to clear axial play and increase rigidity of Ballscrew.

Reference to 5.1.3

Preload torque
Torque needed to continuously turn a Ballscrew with preload with no other load applied 

to it.

Reference torque Preload torque set as a goal.

Torque I uctuation
Fluctuation from a goal value of the preload torque. Defined as positive or negative in 

respect to the reference torque.

Rating of torque 

I uctuation
Rating on reference torque and torque X uctuation.

Actual torque Preloaded dynamic torque measured by using an actual value of Ballscrew.

Mean actual torque
In the eM ective thread length, the net reciprocate to measure the maximum actual torque 

and minimum actual torque are doing count mean.

Actual torque 

I uctuation

In the effective thread length, the net reciprocate to measure the maximum fluctuant 

value.

Rating of Actual 

torque I uctuation
Rating on mean actual torque and actual torque X uctuation.
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Actual torque

Actual torque fluctuation (-) Torque fluctuation

Mean actual torque

Nut effective moving distance

Nut effective moving distance

Starting actual torque Actual torque Torque fluctuation

Actual torque fluctuation (-)

Fig.2.2 Technical terms concerning preload 

Fig.2.3

Table2.4 Allowable range of preload torque

Reference torque

TP Reference torque

Fao ( )kgfPreload

l ( )cmLead

Lead angle

在此

)(kgf .cm

( )tan0.05 ×=
-0.5 Fao×l

TP .................................................... (2.1)

Reference 

torque

(kgf.cm)

E@ ective Thread Length (mm)

4000 or less Over 4000 but less than 10000

Slenderness ratio: 40 or less Slenderness ratio: 60 or less

Accuracy grade Accuracy grade Accuracy grade

OVER OR LESS C0 C1 C3 C5 C0 C1 C3 C5 C1 C3 C5

2 4 ±30% ±35% ±40% ±50% ±40% ±40% ±50% ±60%

4 6 ±25% ±30% ±35% ±40% ±35% ±35% ±40% ±45%

6 10 ±20% ±25% ±30% ±35% ±30% ±30% ±35% ±40% ±40% ±45%

10 25 ±15% ±20% ±25% ±30% ±25% ±25% ±30% ±35% ±35% ±40%

25 63 ±10% ±15% ±20% ±25% ±20% ±20% ±25% ±30% ±30% ±35%

63 100 ±15% ±15% ±20% ±20% ±25% ±25% ±30%
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Fixed FixedFixed

Permissible rotaional speed

Permissible rotaional speed

Permissible rotaional speed

Permissible axial Laod

Permissible axial Laod

Permissible axial Laod

Permissible axial Laod = fixed - fixed

Permissible rotaional speed = fixed - fixed

FixedFixed Supported

Permissible axial Laod = fixed - fixed

Permissible rotaional speed = fixed - fixed

Fixed FreeFixed

Permissible axial Laod = fixed - fixed

Permissible rotaional speed = fixed - fixed

Design of Screw Shaft

Design of Screw Shaft

3.1 Production Limit Length of Screw Shaft

Production limit length of precision ground Ballscrew:

When screw shaft O.D. is 6 mm, Limit length of Ballscrew is 150 mm.

When screw shaft O.D. is 100 mm, Limit length of Ballscrew is 8000 mm.

Note: Please contact with our sales people in case a very high dm.n value is required.

Production limit length of rolled Ballscrew:

When screw shaft O.D. is 12 mm, Limit length of Ballscrew is 1400 mm.

When screw shaft O.D. is 50 mm, Limit length of Ballscrew is 5200 mm.

Note: Please contact with our sales people in case a special type is required.

3.2 Method for Mounting

The permissible axial load and permissible rotational speed vary with the screw-shaft mounting method 

used, so the mounting method should be determined in accordance with the operating conditions. 

Diagrams 3.1 through 3.3 illustrate a typical method for mounting a screw shaft.

3

Fig.3.1 Mount method : . xed-. xed

Fig.3.2 Mount method : . xed-supported

Fig.3.3 Mount method : . xed-free
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 (2) Relation between preload force and elastic 

        deformation

Fig 5.5, Nuts A and B are assembled with preloading 

spacer. The preload forces on Nut A and B are Fao, 

but with reversed direction. The elastic deformation 

on both Nuts are "ao.

Then there is a external axial force Fa applied to 

Nut A as shown on Fig 5.6. The deformation of Nut 

A and B becomes:

The load in nut A and nut B are:

FA=Fao+Fa-Fa'=Fa+Fp

FB=Fao-Fa'=Fp

Nut A Nut BSpacer

Screw

Direction of tension Direction of tension

Fa

Fp
Fao

Displacement

Nut A Nut B

Displacement of Nut B Displacement of Nut A

A
x
ia

l 
lo

a
d
F
a

Nut BNut A Spacer

Fao Fao

Fa+Fp Fp

Fa

5.1.3 Ballscrew's preload and e@ ect

 (1) Methods of preloading

a.Double-nut method:

A spacer inserted between two nuts exerts a 

preload. There are two ways for it.

One is illustrated in Fig.5.1. That is to use a spacer 

with thickness complies with required magnitude 

of preload. The spacer makes the gap between Nut 

A and B to be bigger, hence to produce a tension 

force on Nut A and B. It is called "extensive preload".

It means Fa is offset with an amount Fa' because 

of the deformation of Nut B decreases. As a result, 

the elastic deformation of Nut A is reduced. This 

effect shall be continued until the deformation 

of Nut B becomes zero, that is, until the elastic 

deformation "a1 caused by the external axial force 

equals "ao, and the preload force applied to Nut 

B is completely released. The formula related the 

external axial force and elastic deformation is 

shown as below:

Therefore, the preload amount of a ballscrew 

is recommended to set as 1/3 of its axial load. 

Too much preload for a Ballscrew shall cause 

temperature raise and badly aM ect its life. However, 

taking the life and efficiency into consideration, 

the maximum preload amount of a Ballscrew is 

commonly set to be 10% of its rated basic dynamic 

load. 

Shown on Fig 5.7, with the axial load to be three 

times as the preload, the elastic displacement for 

the non-preloaded ball Nut is two times as that of 

the preloaded Nut.

Illustrated in Fig.5.2, is using a thinner spacer. 

The thickness complies with required magnitude 

of preload. The spacer is smaller than the gap 

between Nut A and B, compressing Nut A and B 

on opposite direction to preload Ballscrews. It's 

called "compressive preload".

b.Single-nut method:

As that illustrated on Fig. 5.3, using oversize balls 

onto the space between Ballnut and screw to get 

required preload. The balls shall make four-point 

contact with grooves of Ballnut and screw.

There is another way for single nut Ballscrew 

preloading. That is to shift a very little distance, 

which complies with required magnitude of 

preload, on one lead of Ballnut as that illustrated 

on Fig. 5.4. to preload Ballscrew.

Fig.5.1 Extensive preload

Fig.5.3 Four-point contact preload

Fig.5.5 Double-nut positioning preload

Fig.5.6 Positioning preload diagram

Fig.5.7 Elastic Displacement of the Ballscrew Fig.5.2 Compressive preload Fig.5.4 Lead oL set preload
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Nonpreload

F 3FaoFao

Axial load Fa

2/3

Nut A Nut BSpacer

Screw

Direction of compression Direction of compression

Nut

Lead Lead

Nut

Screw

LeadLead Lead + offset

Screw

Direction of tension Direction of tension

Nut

Rigidity

In order to get high positioning accuracy, there are two ways to reach it. One is commonly known as to clear axial 

play to zero. The other one is to increase Ballscrew rigidity to reduce elastic deformation while taking axial load. Both 

two ways are done by preloading.
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REMARKS Q.C.CHIEF

DEPTH

MICROSTRUCTURE

X500

ITEM

HARDNESS

TEMPERING

SPECIMEN#

PRODUCT

P90227

R38-5IB2-FSVC-557-685.8-C4

SPECIFICATIONP.O.NUMBERCUSTOMER

MATERIAL

HEATTREAT

BALLSCREW

50CrMo4QT

INDUCTION SURFACE HARDENING

03-016030-1

INSPECTION DATA

58 - 62 HRC AT SURFACE 

CASEDEPTH 1.5 mm BELOW THREAD ROOT

MICRO-

STRUCTURE

Martensite IN SURFACE AREA

Sorbite IN  CORE AREA

AT 160  DEGREES  CELCIUS

HEATTREATEDARE

(SEESKETCH)

HARDNESS INSPECTED EVERY 0.5mm (SERIES 2)

HARDNESS INSPECTED EVERY 0.5mm (SERIES 1)

Series1 Series2

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

725

705

704

698

694

679

625

547

390

286

288

718

698

705

681

642

562

277

277

DEPTH(EACHSCALE=0.5mm)

HV VS. HRC

HV

800

780

760

740

720

700

690

680

670

660

650

640

630

620

610

600

590

580

570

560

540

520

500

480

460

440

420

400

380

360

340

320

300

280

260

240

HRC

64.0

63.3

62.5

61.8

61.0

60.1

59.7

59.2

58.8

58.3

57.8

57.3

56.8

56.3

55.7

55.2

54.7

54.1

53.6

53.0

51.7

50.5

49.1

47.7

46.1

44.5

42.7

40.8

38.8

36.6

34.4

32.2

29.8

27.1

24.0

20.3

Series 1 Series 2

PASS OR NOT INSPECTOR

PRECISION MOTION INDUSTRIES, INC.

REPORT FOR HEAT TREATING INSPECTION

6.5 Heat Treating Inspection Certi) cate

6.6 Lubrication

Lithium base lubricants are used for Ballscrew lubrication.

Their viscosity are 30~140 cst (40 ) and ISO grades of 32~100.

Selecting:

1.Low temperature application: Using the lower viscosity lubricant.

2.High temperature, high load and low speed application: Using the higher viscosity lubricant.

6.7 Dustproof

Same as the rolling bearings, if there is the particles such as chips or water get into the ballscrew, the wearing 

problem shall be deteriorated. In some serious cases, ballscrew shall then be damaged. In order to prevent these 

problems from happening, there are wipers assembly at both ends of ballnut and please use the Screw cover or 

Bellows for better dustproof. Should there be any more information required, please contact us. There is also the 

"O-Ring" at the wipers to seal the lubrication oil from leaking from ballnut.

Table 6.3 Checking and supply interval  of lubricant

Manner Checking interval Checking item Supply or replacing interval

Automatic interval 

oil supply
every week oil volume and purity

To supply on each check, its volume depends 

on oil tank capacity

Lubricating grease

Within 2-3 months

after starting operation

of machine

foreign matter
Normally supply once a year as per the result of 

check

Oil bath
everyday before 

operation of machine
oil surface To supply as per wasting condition

Wiper seals (both ends)

Screw cover Bellows

Life

Fig. 6.4
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PMI Ballscrew With Hollow Cooling System

PMI Ballscrew With Hollow Cooling System11

PMI 's design of hollow cooling system is especially good for high speed Ballscrews. It shall well dissipate heat 

generated by friction between balls and grooves during Ballscrew running, and then to minimize thermal 

deformation as to ensure positioning accuracy.

11.1 Introduction to Hollow Cooling System

The hollow cooling system is designed by PMI (Fig.11.1) It uses a coolant pipe through the hollow hole of Ballscrew. 

The hollow hole is through all of the Ballscrew, and one end is clogged with the oil seal by PMI patent. The coolant 

is pumped into coolant pipe and N ow to the end of coolant pipe. Coolant then N ow reversely along the hollow hole 

back into the coolant collector. It can cool down the Ballscrew. The coolant is then sucked back to the cooling unit to 

drop coolant temperature and pumped again to the coolant pipe to complete circulation.

11.2 Patent

coolant pipe coolant in

coolant out

coolant reverse

Fig.11.1 Hollow cooling diagram

Fig.11.2 Hollow cooling system

Fig 11.4  End sealing structure Fig.11.5 Thermal control system test unit

Fig.11.3 Cooling entrance

Fig.11.6The rule of experiment

11.2.1 Hollow cooling system

Features:

(i) Well and eP ectively control Ballscrew thermal 

     expansion.

(ii) Simple design and structure to save cost.

11.2.3 End sealing

Features:Easy for installing, disassembling and maintenance.

11.2.4 Coolant pipe support installation

Supported the coolant pipe. Let it don't touch

Ballscrew.

11.2.5 Thermal control system test unit

11.2.2 Cooling entrance

11.3 Thermal control experiment

11.3.1 Test condition

Screw nominal O.D. :

Lead:

Rotation speed:

Speed:

Load:

Slideways:

Ø40 mm 

10 mm 

1000 rpm 

10 m/min

 400 kgf

 Hardened ways

11.3.2 The results of experiment

As per the results by experiment, PMI 's design of 

hollow cooling system proves an effective way for 

controlling the thermal expansion on the Ballscrew. 

Hence it is a very helpful design to high precision 

machine tools. 
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PMI High Dustproof Series

Design Concept

Scrapers specially developed for ballscrews, with a 

multi-layered contact structure that ensures effective 

dust removal.

Features

High Compatibility

High dustproof scrapers can be used with various 

PMI products, including external and internal ball 

circulation nuts such as the E-type and D-type nuts 

etc...

Improved Dustproof Capacity

With a reduced mounting surface of the scraper spring, 

threads are more closely matched, making for a better 

scraping capacity.

High Durability

With scrapers that closely fits the threads of the 

ballscrew and seal pads that match the axial cross 

section, the inside of the nut is completely safe from 

dust.

Test Condition

Long Endurance

The outer ring of the scraper is clamped by a spring. As 

the scraper gradually wears, the preload of scraper is 

automatically adjusted.

Pioneering Design
Greatly improves dustproof eA ect

Speci) cations R32-10-FSVE

Running Length 300 mm (per cycle)

Motor Speed 150 rpm

Test Environment
Sawdust automatic 

circulation system

Minimal Size of

Dust Particles
below 0.01mm

Characteristics

1.Seal Washer

As the ballscrew comes with specially designed 

grooves, the highly dustproof seal washer inside the 

scraper perfectly matches the threads, a feature that 

ensures the removal of scraps as well as insulation 

against dust.

2.Scraper Design

The thread matching design of the scraper greatly 

boosts its eX  ciency. If the length of the nut deviates 

from average specifications, please contact PMI 

engineers.

3.Shaft End Design

The shaft ends of the ballscrew should not be larger 

than the root diameter (dr). If you have any questions 

concerning the size of the rest area of the ballscrew, 

please contact PMI engineers.

Additional Remarks

1.Using the high dustproof scraper may induce an increase in preload. If your machine has a strict requirement on 

    the range of preload, please contact PMI engineers.

2.High dustproof seal washers should not be used in an environment where the temperature exceeds 60 .

3.Due to potential sealing problems with returning tubes, please contact PMI engineers if you need to use external 

   ball circulation nuts (such as FSWC and FSVC).

Fits the Following Types of Nuts

FSWC.FDWC.FSVC.FDVC.

FSWE.FDWE.FSVE.FDVE.

FSDC.FDDC.FSIC.FDIC.

FOWC.FOVC. 

(For detailed speciZ cations, please refer to the  

 speciZ cation table.)

For other speciZ cations, please contact PMI engineers.

Applications of High Dustproof Ballscrews

Woodworking machines, laser processing machines, 

high accuracy transportation equipment, mechanical 

arms, and other machines that require a dustproof 

environment.

Nomenclature

Example: R 32-10 B2-F S V E- 600 – 700 - 0.008  A

A  Precision Ground Ballscrew + High dustproof wiper

0          500        1000        1500       2000        2500      3000 km

2000km running length 

Test still on going

120km running length

Only standard scraper installed

With high dustproof scraper installed

12 PMI High Dustproof Series
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